Translational motion correction algorithm for truncated cone-beam CT using opposite projections.
Cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) is widely used in various medical imaging applications, including dental examinations. Dental CBCT images often suffer from motion artifacts caused by involuntary rigid motion of patients. However, earlier motion compensation studies are not applicable for dental CBCT systems using truncated detectors. This study proposes a novel motion correction algorithm that can be applied for truncated dental CBCT images. We propose a two-step method for motion correction. First, we estimate the relative displacement of each pair of opposite projections by finding the motion vector that maximizes the two-dimensional correlation coefficients of the opposite projections. Second, we convert the relative displacement into the absolute coordinate motion that yields the highest image sharpness of the reconstruction image. Using the motion vectors in the absolute coordinate system, motion artifacts are then compensated by modifying the trajectory of the source and detector during the back-projection step of the image reconstruction process. In simulation, the proposed method successfully estimated the true relative displacement. After converting to the absolute coordinate motions, the motion-compensated image was close to the ground-truth image and exhibited a lower mean-square-error than that of the uncompensated image. The results from the real data experiment also confirmed that the proposed method successfully compensated for the motion artifacts. The experimental results confirmed that the proposed method was applicable to most dental CBCT systems using a truncated detector without any use of an additional motion tracking system nor prior knowledge.